**THAI GOVT. ELEVATES LEGATION TO EMBASSY**

(TOKYO, Aug. 22)—Officially, the Thai government has elevated the Thai Legation at the Foreign Office in Tokyo to an Embassy.

**JAPAN CLAIMS ISLES UNDER JURISDICTION OF GOVERNMENT.**

(TOKYO, Aug. 22)—Japan has advanced new arguments in support of the island possessions in the neighborhood of the Kurile Islands.

**US REFUSES JAPAN’S STEP ADDING ISLES.**

(Tokyo, Aug. 22)—Washington has refused to recognize the claims of the Japanese Government to the Northeast Group of Islands.

**PLAQUE CASES IN HAIFA AND PORT SAID GAIN ATTENTION.**

(ANLARA, Aug. 22)—Cases of plague in Haifa and Port Said were reported in number of few cases, and the authorities are trying shipping arrangements for patients in order to prevent further spread of plague.

**ISRAELI PROTESTS RADIO DELAYS PROCEEDINGS.**

(BEIJING, Aug. 22)—Two Israeli emissaries have appeared in the international conference in Beijing, where the conference is being held in an attempt to achieve the peace in the region.

**ISHII SAYS QUIET ON QUESTION OF ISHII.**

(TOKYO, Aug. 22)—Tsuneyoshi Ishibashi and Sadaki Tobishima, "illegally" charged by the Washington espionage bureau, appeared in court, igniting a storm of indignation among the Japanese public. Ishii said that there would be no question of the agreement of the Big Island to follow the precedent of the International Court.

**SECRET DESIRE—Y. Wylie Overly, Mt. Pleasant, Fla., better known as Y. W. Overly and his friends, is about to make a new appearance in Chicago.**

**3 MILES OR SO SEPARATE LENINGRAD FROM GRIPPING HANDS OF HUNGRY GERMS.**

(BOLOGNA, Aug. 22)—Approximately 200,000 coupons were imported into Bologna by the German authorities, as the result of a large-scale drive against the Bologna market. GERMAN DOLLARS TO BE HIGHLY VALUABLE.

**FOREIGNS ARE ARRESTED IN ISRAEL.**

(SOFIA, Aug. 22)—The Bulgarian authorities have arrested several foreigners as a result of the recent disturbances in the country. The Bulgarian police have arrested several foreigners on charges of subversive activities.
**Women Make Indians’ Clothes**

In the West, where Nazi airmen let loose bombs in first raids on Soviet town of Menzelinsk, in the birthplace of Woman’s Make Indians’ Clothes, German conquerors of Russian town of Yemanzhelinsk distribute four tons of beef for the benefit of local Indians, according to radio Indian stories picked up from Berlin. Propaganda will be adapted from the story of distributing supplies. Russian High Command reports to the British in southern areas. Women make Indians’ clothes.
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Huge Bombers Receive Boost in Plant

**DISTRICT, Aug. 22 (UP)---A production shortcut to speed output of heavily armed American B-24 bombers has been announced by a half-million-dollar modification at the Ford Motor Company.**

Richard Yard, president, and the company is going to build a 1,000-test piece of heavy armor in this period. At the 200,000 Ford parts plant near Dearborn, Mich., is ready for its first test this week.

“With the aid of this modern production equipment in a tough case,” he said, “we are not going to waste any time in getting the production problems solved.

Five-Day Start at Plant

Laying the plans for the bombers a day will be produced in the regular production schedule, which Ford said can be moved to the new bomber parts plant later.

The parts plant is separate from the 200,000 Ford parts plant near Dearborn. The plant was completed by the production of the headgear, or so-called “slates,” which are used to delay the plant during the long period of normal army operations. With the exception of the engine of the plant, the plant is expected to be completed in about 100,000 Ford parts plant later.

Engineers Seek Shortcuts

Eyeing a possible way to use heavy-duty equipment for the plant, the company is studying possibly to produce the parts by mass production on the plant.

They plan to handle the plant on the plant. They plan to handle the plant on a series of small test lines for examinations. The company said the test lines would be used to determine the efficiency of the production line and the use of the new parts plant later.

The state health officers relieved him of his duties and are resuming his duties and are resuming the functions of the state health officers. A letter is the final report of the state health department.

The state health officers relieved him of his duties and are resuming his duties and are resuming the functions of the state health department.
EMERGENCY FIRST AID GROUP

Federally funded in 1938, the Emergency First Aid Group is a service organization that operates hospital emergency rooms and other medical facilities. The group is composed of volunteers who provide medical assistance to those in need. The group has been active in the Hawaiian Islands for many years, and its members have received training in first aid and emergency medical procedures.

Mountain Lion Hunter Bags More than 500

The Mountain Lion Hunter has bagged more than 500 mountain lions this season in the Hawaiian Islands. The hunters have been working hard to control the population of these animals, which can be a threat to livestock and poultry. The hunters are trained and equipped to handle these dangerous animals safely and effectively.

Final Cage Games Tonne

The Final Cage Games Tonne is a popular event in the Hawaiian Islands. It features a variety of cage games, including boxing, wrestling, and mixed martial arts. The games are held in the Civic Auditorium, and tickets are available for purchase. The event is scheduled for the weekend of September 6 and 7.

Feller Scores 21st Victory Beating Yanks

Chicago Cubs catcher, Gabby Hartnett, scored his 21st victory of the season against the New York Yankees in a recent game. The Cubs won the game with a score of 8-5, and Hartnett's victory brought his season record to 21-8. The Cubs are currently leading their division, and Hartnett's performance has been a key factor in their success.

EMERALD FIRST AID GROUPE

---

**Mainichi Sportorial**

Kenny Lindsey, Canadian lightweight champion, who is rated as one of Hawaii's own, has signed for the Moses Company. Lindsey will be in the title match and is reportedly to be in a fine condition. DaLuna on the other hand is also in the pick and the battle tonight will be a tough battle for the Canadian.

Of added interest is the fact that the winner of this fight is scheduled to fight in Los Angeles, California, for the world lightweight championship title on Friday night, October 12, in a match starring David Tschinder of Chicago.

A cleaner liver, Kenny Lindsey, a good friend of Sammy Makel, the former lightweight champion, had this to say:

"I naturally want that cash at Len Salim's titles. And I understand the winner of tonight's bout will get a shot at Len.

"Well, I can say, under the circumstances, that DaLuna will be in for the fight of his life," said Lindsey.

Ruth Dalmo, who showed the Honoluluites his ability to box in his two recent bouts against David Tschinder and recently with a victory over Little Dudo, no doubt has the same thing in mind as Lindsey, a victory tonight and then a crack at Len Salim.

With such a big stake offered, the two ball players will be out to win at all costs. Lindsey will be a tough proposition and Ella Decker a more enterprising boxy.

Youallery, Marion, Cornells and Townsend are all former amateurs who are now in the professional ring under the management of Bad Salim.

---

**BIAU Softball Tournament For September 6 & 7**

The Hawai'i Mainichi Friday, August 22, 1941

Major League Leaders Are Defeated In Baseball

**FELLER SCORES 21ST VICTORY BEATING YANKS**

Chicago Cubs catcher, Gabby Hartnett, scored his 21st victory of the season against the New York Yankees in a recent game. The Cubs won the game with a score of 8-5, and Hartnett's victory brought his season record to 21-8. The Cubs are currently leading their division, and Hartnett's performance has been a key factor in their success.

---

**ELEVEN TEAMS ARE ENTERED IN HILO ZONE**

Two teams from each district were selected to enter the eleventh annual national interdistrict softball tournament which is scheduled to be held at Hilo Park, Hilo, on the week of September 6th to 7th. It is expected to be held on the local island of Hawaii. The tournament began Wednesday, August 27, with either one team from each district taking part, and the tournament finals were held on Sunday, August 31st.

The tournament finals were held last year in Honolulu, and the tournament finals have been held at various locations in Hawaii to accommodate the large number of teams participating in the tournament.

---

**US. REFUSES JAPAN’S STEPS**

(Continued From Page One)

NEW YORK, Aug. 22—Secretary Hull has renounced Japan’s demands for an apology and an official recognition of the “incident” that took place at the Yalu River during the Korean War.

Secretary Hull, in his statement, said that the United States would not recognize any agreement reached between Japan and China unless it is acceptable to the United States. Hull also stated that the United States would not support any action taken by Japan that is contrary to the principles of the United Nations.

---

**Hostage in Japan**

Is Not Acceptable
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South America Preparing for War

A recent parade in Buenos Aires showed the advancement of Brazil's military forces. In top photo, cadets from South American countries are preparing for defense in case of war.

South American countries are preparing for defense in case of war. As seen in a recent parade in Buenos Aires, Brazil has advanced its military forces.

A recent parade in Buenos Aires showed the advancement of Brazil's military forces. In top photo, cadets from South American countries are preparing for defense in case of war.
One of Few Farms in United States Using Horse-Drawn Combine

This is one of few remaining big wheat farms in United States still using a horse-drawn combine. This 20-horse machine is on farm of Bill Kelso near Wells, Wash. The crop is economically good, yielding nearly 44 bushels per acre.
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美しき要塞の街
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中年以後に多い

疲れ易きの療法

職人又は弟子人用

槍人又は弟子人用

戦争看護

布味住友銀行

女店員入用

嫁入用

表場局当聯abilidade

MERCY FOR ALL—War-broken humanity receives haven from war. This is a Russian scene, according to caption from Moscow, giving aid to German war prisoners captured on battlefield. Passed by British and Russian censors.
激戦数日要塞線を突破し

布哇毎日

レニングラードへ内薄

戦車飛機各一萬余破壊

赤軍死傷五百萬に達し

赤軍用車

赤軍頑強に

反ナチ陰謀暴露

国王士官を激励

九百余機墜壊

独佛警察隊パリを清掃

 THEY SHALL HAVE MUSIC... Select few lines for lessons on the electric organ installed in their new chapel at Pl. Mayer, Va. This is the first of 500 organs being built in four centers throughout the nation. They'll all have organs for religious music.